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ORGANIZATION OF THE MELTING

Opening and duratxon of the meeting ■

1. The thirteenth meeting of the Executive Committee was opened by I?r. Layachi Yaker,

Minister of Conimerce, Algeria, in the absence of Mr. Mwai Kibaki Kenya, Chairman of

the third meeting of the Conference of Ministers and current Chairman of the Executive

Cirt who wan unable to attend.

2. The meeting took place at Addis Ababa on 17 and 18 of November 1975 under the

chairmanship of Mr. Layachi Yaker, Minister of Commerce of Algeria.

Attendance

3. The'.meeting-was attended by representatives of the following member States;

Algeria, Burundi, Egypt, Gabon, the Gambia, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Malawi,

Mauritius, Morocco, Senegal, Sudan, United Peoublic of Cameroon, Zaire and Zambia.

4. Also attending the meeting were observers from Botswana, Ghana, Equatorial

Guinea, Lesotho, Libyan Arab Republic, ;-r_ger;U, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia,

Swaziland, Togo, Uganda, United Republic of" Tanzania, United Nations Children's

Fund (UNICEF), United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations Environ

ment Programme (UNEP), International Labour Organisation(ILQ), Food and Agricultural

Organization CFAO), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO)',' World Health Organization (WHO), the Organization of the African Unity (OAU)
and the Pan-African Institute for Development.

Election of officers

5. The meeting elected Mr. Layachi Yaker, Minister of Commerce, Algeria, as First

Vice-Chairman, Mr. Raymond Devienne, Mauritius, as Second Vir--Chairman and Mr. Kebeya
Tshipaka, Zaire, as Rapporteur,

6. In his opening statement, the Chairman thanked members of the Committee for
entrusting him vlth the task of conducting the deliberations of the Committee. He

hoped that. the. work of the Committee would focus on the common objectives of member

States with a view to the establishment of the new international economic order.

He also noted tnat Che ■ presence of the Administrative Secretary-General of OAU

reflected the desire.-of the Conference of Ministers to see the co-operation links

between the two regional organizations further strengthened.

7. In h,is.address to .the Committee, the Administrative Secretary-General of OAU
also referred to the co-operation existing between his organization and EGA. He
pointed.out that, thanks to the convergence of views between ECA and OAU in a

number of-fields, concrete results had been achieved for example in the preparations

for the fourth -Conference of non-aligned countries, the seventh special session of
the General Assembly, the meeting of the PAHAFTEL Co-ordinating Committee and the
African Ministerial -meeting on Trade which was to be held at Algiers to help African
countries to prepare for the negotiations at the fourth session of the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development. He also referred to the action being undertaken
by OAU in providing assistance to the African countries affected by the drought.
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Perhaps greater co-operation between ECA and OAU was required in that field. He was

confident that ECA and OAU would intensify their co-operation to establish the

structures and machinery and develop the ompetence needed iu Africa to achieve the

goals of securing the liberation and development of Africa.

Adoption of the agenda

8. The Committee adopted the following agenda:

1. Opening of the meeting

2. Election of officers

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work

4. Report by the Executive Secretary

5. Matters arising out of the third meeting of the Conference of Ministers

6. Relations with UNDP - ECA's project proposals for the UNDP inter-country

programme for Africa, 1977-1981

7. The food situation in Africa

8. Report on assistance to African countries affected by the drought

9. Furnishing and adornment of the ECA new building

10. The new international economic order: Revised framework of principles

for the implementation of the new international economic order in Africa,

; 1976-1981-1986

11. Other matters

12. Adoption of the report.

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Report by the Executive Secretary

9. Under that item of the agenda, the Executive Secretary of ECA drew attention

to the far-reaching changes which were being contemplated in the world economic

order and to the resolutions which had been adopted at the international and regional

levels concerning the restructuring of the world economy. Re pointed out the need

for a complete restructuring of the ECA work programme and secretariat to take full

account of the practical implications of those resolutions. He further stressed

the need for African Governments to appraise their structures and procedures in

order to gear them to the purposes of self-reliant and dynamic grovrth, which were

essential elements of the new international economic order and the decisions adopted

at the meeting of African Heads of State at Addis Ababa in 1973. The secretariat

had a useful role to play in fostering economic co-operation within the region, with

other regions and with the Socialist countries. Already institutions for economic

co-operation such as the Intergovernmental Regional Centre for Training in Aerial

Surveys at Ile-Ife, U^fcAC. and the Permanent Consultative Committee of the Maghreb

were showing their practical importance in certain parts of Africa.
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10. The task facing the secretariat was to propose concrete programmes and

activities and to ensure clarity and coherence in order to achieve an integrated

strategy for the sconomic and social development of the region. For that reason,

the secretariat was submitting to the Committee a revised framework of priorities

for determining the future ECA work programme. He again recalled the need for

fall co-operation from member States for the implementation of the programme, which

would otherwise remain a nere intellectual exercise. In that respect, the secretariat
had already embarked on two major projects within the context of the new international

economic order. The first one concerned studies on a limited number of specific raw

materials to determine how far co-operation among States in the form of producers'

associations could improve control and the accrual of benefits. The second related

to assistance by ECA to African members of the ACP countries in deriving the maximum

benefit from the Lome Convention. A preliminary meeting had been organized in early

November 1975 in conjunction with OAU, AT)E, IDEP, the ACP secretariat, CARICOM and

UNDP to prepare the groundwork for a conference scheduled for early 1976 to consider

proposals relating to the implementation of the Lome Convention.

11. With regard to co-operation within the United Nations systems the resolution

on development and international economic co-operation adopted by the seventh

special session of the General Assembly had led to the establishment of a task force

to identify the individual, joint and collective action required of the organizations

of the system. Within the secretariat, proposals were being considered for the

creation of a Joint Human Resources Development Division with the participation of

UNESCO, UNICEF, ILO and WHO. Furthermore* the regional economic ccnnmissio<no had been

entrusted by the Economic and Social Council with increased responsibilities relating

inter alia, to interregional and intraregional co-operation, the formulation of inter-

country programmes to be financed by UNDP and co-operation with other United Nations

agencies in the fields of national resources,, technical co-operation, employment and
sea and coastal area development.

12. Concerning co-operation with OAU, the Executive Secretary reaffirmed ECA's

commitment to intensify co-operation between the two organizations. Past co

operation had centred on joint support for the biennial Conference of African

Ministers of Industry and its Follow-Up Committee on Industrialization in Africa,

the biennial Conference of African ?linisters of Trade and support for the Group of 77.

EGA and OAU were also currently working together in connexion with the Pan African

Telecommunications Network and the creation of an African Inter-Ministerial Committee

on Food.

13. The Chairman expressed his appreciation of the concrete proposals contained in

the report which were in line with the decisions adopted at the third meeting of the

Conference of Ministers. He was also appreciative of the co-operation between ECA

and OAU and stressed the need for that co-operation to serve as the basis for the

global actions to be undertaken by member States in promoting economic, technical

and cultural co-operation among all African States.

14. With regard to co-operation with OAU, the Committee agreed that in future the

agenda of the Executive Committee should carry a special item relating to the

statement by the Administrative Secretary-General of OAU.
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15. Commenting on the Executive Secretary's report, two members of the Committee

expressed their confidence in the Executive Secretary's ability to carry out his

very difficult task and felt convinced■■tb.it he would adopt *■ concrete and practical

approach in carrying out his duties.

16. The representative of ILO, speaking with reference to the Executive Secretary's

report, referred to the importance for the African countries of the forthcoming ILO

^Conference to be held at Geneva from 4 to 17 June 1976. He called upon member

Governments to think seriously about the employment question in order to help their

peoples to support the development efforts of their countries.

17. The Chairman, after consultation with the Executive Secretary, stated that

the issue raised by the representative of ILO would be discussed by the Executive

Committee~at its next ordinary meeting. The Committee then adopted the Executive

Secretary's report.

Matters arising from the third meeting of the Conference of Ministers

18. The Committee had before it the following documents; ■-.-..•■

(a) Annual report of the Economic Commission for Africa, 24 February 1974 -

28 February 1975 (E/5657 - E/CN.14/64); and

(b) Hatters-arising from the third meeting of the Conference of Ministers

(E/CN.14/ECO/81 and Add.l). :

The secretariat reported on various follow-up actions taken to implement the

decisions of the third meeting of the Conference of Ministers held in Nairobi, Kenya

from 24 to 28 February 1975.

19. With regard to Commission resolution 253(XII) concerning the inclusion of .

Arabic as an official and working language of the Economic Commission for Africa

in addition to English and French, rthe Executive Secretary explained that the -...-...

resolution had been submitted to the Economic and Social Council for approval and

transmission to the General Assembly. In fact, it had been submitted to the General

Assembly at i.ta current session and.the administrative and financial implications

were being examined by the Fifth Committee on the basis of the draft submitted by

the secretariat.

20.. In accordance with Commission resolution 285(XII), the Conmittee was told that

the Executive Secretary of EGA had convened a special meeting of the Governing

Council of the African Institute for Economic Development and Planning (IDEP) on

15 and 16 September 1975 to consider.how to evaluate the Institute for the purposes

of the third and fourth phases of the project. A team of three persons, of whom

one each had been designated by UNDP, the Office of Technical Co-operation and EGA,

had been appointed to consider the work and future of IDEP. The team was to submit

the report en its mission to ECA, the Office of Technical Co-operation and UNDP not

later than;31 March 1976. , . .

21. Furthermore, the Executive Secretary informed the Executive Committee that,

pursuant to Commission resolution 282(XII), the Technical Committee of Experts

would henceforth meet once every two years, three to four months before the session
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of the Commission with a view to submitting recommendations to the Conference of

Ministers regarding work programmes for the future, taking into account the

implementation of past programmes.

22. Lastly, the Executive Secretary informed members of the Committee that, in

accordance with the terms of Commission resolution 286(XII), the fourth meeting

of the Conference of Ministers of ECA would be held at Kinshasa, Zaire, in 1977.

23. In the discussions which followed, attention was drawn to the problem of the

general shortage of food in Africa and more particularly in arid areas. It was

observed that, whereas reference was made to that problem under Commission resolu

tion 260(XII), no concrete action had been taken and the secretariat was therefore

asked to take positive measures in that regard and concerning the problem of water

especially in the arid areas through the identification of specific projects on

water.

24. With regard to the East African Mineral Resources Development Centre to be

established in the United Republic of Tanzania, it was stressed that so far only

that country had signed the agreement and other signatures were required before

governments could take a decision concerning its establishment and the services it

might render. As the problem of mineral resources development vas felt throughout

Africa, the secretariat had been urged to see how other African countries could

take advantage of the services which would be offered by the centre when it was

established.

25. It was felt that so far not very much had been done by way of removing barriers

to direct intra-African trade and it was pointed out that, among the areas of

activity being pursued by the secretariat in that field, shipping, which was still

a monopoly of developed countries, was vital and should not be ignored. In this

connexion, reference was made to payments schemes to facilitate intra-African trade

although it was explained that they and other matters connected with trade would be

considered at the meeting of the Ministers of Commerce and Industry in Algiers

later in November 1975 and furthermore that the African Centre for Monetary Studies

at Dakar established by the Association of African Central Banks could play a role
in that field.

26. It was also asked whether the study on transit trade conditions referred to
under resolution 263(XII) had been completed. The secretariat said that it had

not but that it would present the broad outlines of the proposed study at the

Algiers meeting. Overall, the hope was expressed that the ECA Trade, Fiscal and

Monetary Affairs Division, the major substantative division concerned with natters

relating to the strengthening and creation of producsrs'-expcrters* associations,
indexation and general problems of trade at the African level and at the inter

national level,as far as it affected the continent, should be involved in studies

on existing and future producers1 associations end also with the work on indexation.

27. Regarding the question on solar energy referred to in Commission resolu

tion 265(XII), a member of the Committee expressed his country's interest in

obtaining information on the ECA/UNDP mission to the Sahel on solar energy. It

was however stressed that information about the study on the uses of solar energy

should be disseminated to all ECA member States. In that connexion, it was agreed

that ECA should collect information on all studies on solar energy carried out in

the region for dissemination to all member States.
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28. With reference to remote sensing (Commission resolution 280(XII)), one

representative stated that, because of the high expense and complexity of establish

ing a remote sen ing centre, ECA should presuade all raembe~ States to take special

interest and participate in the work of the remote sensing centre in Zaire.

29. It was recalled that, at Nairobi, the States concerned had been requested to

give the highest priority to the trans-African highways. In that connexion, the

representative of one country stated that the study of a section involving his

country tjcc in^r r.^ ard called upon the member Etntfcs concerned to give the highest

priority to work on the trans-African highways.

30. With respect to the implementation of Commission resolutions, attention was

drawn to the desirability of ensuring proper co-ordination between the decisions

taken by the Conference of Ministers and those of the African Group emanating from

such bodies as UNCTAD, FAO, WFP, WHO, ILO and the Economic and Social Council and

of avoiding duplication of efforts among ECA and those bodies.

31. Finally one representative referred to the work b£ the Lusaka UNDAT, especially

in the field of fisheries which had been of great value to the countries covered by

the UNDAT, and asked ECA to continue in its support for the Lusaka UNDAT.

Relations with UNDP - ECA's project proposals for the UNDP inter-country programme

for Africa, 1977-1981 - ,

32. Introducing the subject, the secretariat explained that document

E/CN.14/ECO/84/Rev.l was an information paper setting out the relationships

between ECA and UNDP with respect to inter-country projects for 1977 to 1981 and

the principles on which they were based. It was explained that specialized skills .

might be involved in the implementation of inter-country projects identified by

ECA. '

33. In the general discussion, several representatives expressed satisfaction

with the positive aspects of the working relations between ECA and UNDP, particularly

with respect to inter-country programming. One representative however, observed

that the $US 96 million allocated by UNDP for all inter-country programming for the

region was much below the very basic requirements of the African continent which

had 18 of the least developed countries. He therefore suggested that the Executive

Committee should request the Governing Council of UNDP to review the figure and

present a more adequate sum to implement what was basic for African development.

34. Comments were made with regard to the criteria used in defining projects

for UNDP financing and doubts expressed as to whether the four types of activities

set out in the document covered the all important field of economic and social

activities. Furthermore, it was stressed that inter-country programmes should

not fall to take account of the relevance of national economic planning.

35. The representative of UNDP explained that the criteria in question had been

determined after lengthy and careful discussions between ECA and UNDP, although

the criteria found in the document did not cover all priorities. Because of the

limitation of funds, the criteria had to be limited correspondingly. In that

connexion, be referred to the Mineral Resources Development Centre project which

had been approved in principle but now awaited the signature of a related agreement

by 12 out of the 13 African countries'which had expressed interest in the project.
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36* With regard to a question raised earlier on solar energy, he stated that the

ECA/UNDP mission on solar energy to the Sahel had completed its task and that its

report and recommendations were being awaited. It was expected that the findings

of the report would extend beyond the Sahel. It was also recalled that the studies

and work came out on solar energy in the Sahel should be extended to cover other

countries.

37. One representative expressed hope that concerning agriculture, water supply

and food production would be given high priority in inter-country programming.

Another representative wanted to know the plan of action that would be followed

by The Inter-Ministerial Committee on Food to be established by OAU and serviced

and. supported, by ECAS FAO and UNDP.

38. The r-epresentative of UNDP stated that, with regard to food production, all

the agencies of the United Nations family including EGA had as a first step

supported a long-term scientific study of the drought. The study entitled "Drought
in Africa" proposed the establishment of an Institute of the Sahel for gathering

and disseminating information not only about the Sahel countries but also about

other countries in Africa and elsewhere. The Governing Council of UNDP had proposed

a study on arid and seini-arid zones to be Undertaken by all members of the United

Nations system.

39. With regard to the plan of action of the Inter-Ministerial Committee on Food,

the secretariat observed that, although it would have preferred to submit proposals

to the Committee after its establishment, it wou,ld, because of the shortage of time,

submit a preliminary plan of action for- consideration by the Conference of Ministers

of Agriculture without waiting for the Committee to be established. Attention was

drawn to the co-operation existing between ECA and FAO and how, in such circumstances,

there should bs no difficulty in ECA and FAO jointly servicing the Committee. With

regard to financing, it was felt that funds for the activities of the Committee

could be obtained from the World Food Council. It was recommended that ECA and OAU

should work together to organize this important Conference c: Ministers of Agriculture

o# OAU and ensure that it was successful.

40. Reference was made to the list of ECA project proposals for the UNDP second

inter-country programme for Africa, 1977-1981, contained in the annex to document

E/CN.14/TECO/04/Rev.l and it was asked whether the establishment of all the

institutions mentioned was necessary, having regard to the fact that it was very

expensive to establish them* that there were not enough Africans to staff them and^

that there could be a danger of duplicating what already existed. In reply, tbte"

Executive Secretary said that, in his view, there was an urgent need for the

establishment of intergovernmental centres to train high-level African manpower

especially as many African countries were too small to establish viable centres by

themselves. The secretariat had considered the list of institutions carefully and

did not feel.that they would duplicate existing activities in the region. In any

case not all the institutions listed would be established in the next five years.

It was true that institution building was initially very expensive and one could

only expect token help from UNDI\ In the final analysis, the development and

maintenance of the institutions must be the responsibility of African countries

themselves.
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41. One representative stated that in his country!s view,sovereignty over natural
resources becone more effective when there were in existence and operation institu
tions like the Minerals Resources Development Centre. His Government had taken all
necessary steps to provide facilities for the headquarters of the Centre and appealed
to those countries which had not signed the agreement establishing the Centre to do

so.

42. Finally, attention was drawn to the ommission of certain countries from the

inter-country project on the Centre for the Development of the Petrochemical

Industry in West, East and Central African countries contained in the annex to

E/CN.14/ECO/84 Rev.l.

43. In reply to a question as to whether North Africa was excluded from the
project, the Executive Secretary said that the project had originally been

conceived as a subregional one, but that, after discussions with UNDP, it had
been decided that initially the Centre should be for the whole of Africa and that
the need for other centres would arise as and when the petrochemical industry

developed.

44. The representative of Algeria,, referring to the annex to the document entitled
"Relations with UNDP - ECA's project proposals for the UNDP inter-country programme

for Africa, 1977-1971" (E/CN.14/ECO/84/Rev.l), said that; the reasons given in the
doctanent why economic growth in the region was not being speeded up were not valid*
No mention had been made of some major constraints to accelerated development in

Africa such as the considerable increases in the prices of manufactures and capital
goods imported by African countries. The secretariat was requested to tackle the
problem of indexing the prices of products exported by African countries to those

of their imports.
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The food situation in Africa

45. Under agenda item 7, the Committee had "before it the document entitled "The
food situation in Africa and recent measures to provide food security in the region"

(E/CN.I4/SCO/86). While introducing the document, the representative of the

secretariat drew the Committee's attention to the World Food Conference and its

follow-up and to the present situation in terms of food production in Africa before
turning to the prospects for 1975 and major initiatives concerning food production

policies in AfricaD

460 The representative of the secretariat said that, although the drought situation

had improved slightly in the last year, there had been little progress in the region

with regard to the food situation He stressed that there was close co-operation in

matters relating to food and agriculture between ECA and PAO which had in fact

prepared some of the multinational projects in that field. The observer for the

United Republic of Tanzania drew the Committee's attention to the priority which his

country had accorded to the food problem- 1974 had been a bad year for his country

which had registered the Jioj#es;L.gr.o,w±h. rat.e...fox fav^..years. and~spe«t 4Q~£e*'-<3ent of

its foreign exchange buying grain0 The United Republic of Tanzania had launched a

vast campaign to improve its food situation, thanks to which it should be, able to

meet its own needs in that field in the coming years. The document submitted to

the Committee gave one false reason for the difficult situation and he requested

that his comments should be taken into account so as to improve the document.

47« In reply, the Executive Secretary assured the observer for the United Republic

of Tanzania that the report in question did not play down the importance of what was

"being done in the field but merely took account of medium- and long—term prospects.

48* The representative of FAO provided information on his organization's Food

Security Assistance Programme, in Africa,, He reported that fully—fledged missions

had been made to five African countries and short preparatory missions visited four

other African countries- He stated that during the 1976/77 biennium PAO was expected
to expand its activities under the programme considerably,.

49* Some members of the Committee, after welcoming the measures taken to improve

the food situation in Africa in implementation of all the resolutions adopted at the

various meetings on food, including resolution 3362(-S-#Il)-adop%e& by the General
Assembly at its seventh special session, requested the secretariat to prepare, in

co-operation with FAO, an African plan of activities to remedy the food situation

The problems of food production and fighting disease, the problems of livestock

production and the campaign against the tse—tse fly and a drainage system to

preserve water resources should be the object of careful study. The African plan

should be submitted to the meeting of Ministers of Agriculture being convened by

OAU which would examine it, adopt it and determine how it should be applied by the

different organizations concerned-

50. The Executive Secretary pointed out that it would indeed be necessary to draw

up a plan of action but, in his opinion, it should not be done before the establish

ment of the Ministerial Committee which would have the task of issuing guidelines

for its preparation,,
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51. One member of the Committee cited the example of the Population Plan of Action

which had been drawn up before the Population Conference.. _In_. the .same .way, ..ECA^could
draft a specific plan to be submitted to the Ministers, of Agriculture as a working
paper* ': ";

52. Another member of the Committee pointed out that the document before the Committee
dealt with only one part of the problem and that other important aspects such as the

processing of foodstuffs, marketing and a coherent food policy should be taken into
considerat ion.

53* Concluding the consideration of the agenda item, the Executive Secretary assured
the Committee that a plan could be prepared for submission to the Ministers of

Agriculture. In connexion with agenda item 10, the Committee would have before it
the revised master plan for the establishment of a new international economic order
in Africa and, if it was adopted, it would proyide precise guidelines for the
preparation of the document in question.

Report on assistance to African countries affected by the drought

54o With regard to agenda item 10, the representative of the secretariat introduced
document E/CN. 14/EBO/87/Rev. 1 which had been prepared in response to a request by
the Executive Committee at its twelfth meeting. He drew the Committee's attention
to the various projects designed to provide direct or indirect assistance to the
countries affected by the drought and to the short-, medium- and long-term prog
rammes which had been or were to be executed in the Sudano-Sahelian region. He also
spoke of the damage caused by the drought in some Sahelian and nei^ibouring countries
and^of the assistance provided by African countries to the drought-stricken countries
of the region.

55- Annexed to that document was a report by the ECA Ad hoc Committee on the Sahel
which made mention of-the various projects prepared by the secretariat and the
Permanent Inter-State Committee on Drought Control in the Sahel. Members of the
Committee took note of the suggestions it contained concerning CILSS priority
projects and of the commitments made to extend assistance to the countries stricken
by the drought.

Furnishing and adornment of the ECA new building-

56. In introducing agenda item 9, a representative of the secretariat drew the
^T^^e/^/tttent±°ri t0 the ideas ™derlying the proposals contained in document "
E/CN. 14/'EC0/S8 concerning the furnishing and adornment of the ECA new building.
The African character of the building would-be enhanced if Governments were to
assume .some responsibility for furnishing and decorating the rooms and other places

with works of art and traditional motifs. The names of States and individuals who
had given proof of their generosity would be displayed in the rooms and other places
decorated m that way. He then gave a general idea of the needs of ECA in that
regard and said that States members of the Commission would be sent requests for
assistance as soon as the proposal to seek their aid had been approved,

57o In the exchange of views which followed, the representative of UNESCO approved
the idea of decorated rooms displaying the names of the member States which had
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shown their generosity but suggested that other States not members of ECA should be

asked to express their support and solidarity, thus demonstrating the international

character of the Commission.,

588 One member of the Committee suggested that member States themselves should

first make the necessary effort before the assistance of the international community
was sought.

59« The Executive Secretary said that he understood the spirit of the suggestion

made by the representative of UNESCO, but he wanted the building to have the print

of Africa and Africa Hall to be an object of pride for all, reflecting the great

cultural wealth of the continent. The Committee, after further consideration,

adopted the secretariat's proposals. It was also agreed that members of the

Committee and observers should visit the new buildings during the course of the

meetings

Revised framework of principles for the implementation of the new international
economic order in Africa, 1976—1981—1086

60. The' Committee had before it document E/CN. l/l/ECO/90 setting out the strategy
to be followed by ECA in giving effect to General Assembly resolutions 320l(S»VIJ

and 3202(&-Vl) on the new international economic order and resolution 3362(S-VIl)
on development and international economic co—operation*

61, The document was Introduced by the Executive Secretary, who pointed out that
the main thrust of the paper was "-a review and appraisal of the strategy for the

development of the countries of the region. Special emphasis was laid on self-

reliance, industrial development, rural transformation, the problems faced by the

least' developed of the developing countries and, more important,' on'regional co

operation. On that last point, he put special emphasis on the need for all

African Governments to give serious 'thought to the question of regional economic

co-operation. The majority of the countries of the region had very small popula

tions and the viability of industrial projects depended on large markets. To that

extent, regional economic co-operation provided the essential solution to that
aspect of African development,

62. In the discussions which ensued, the Committee expressed the view that the
document before it was of extremely great importance and constituted a comprehensive

review of ,the problems faced by African countries. However, the Committee '.felt

that the programme of action contained therein gave only a broad framework for

action and more detailed consideration and examination was required of specific
problems for inclusion in a programme of action expected to extend over a period
of a decade.

63. The main point that emerged from the discussion was that the decisions which
had been taken the previous day concerning the food problem, the problems of arid

zones, industrialization and agriculture in general should all be incorporated into the
general strategy for development. Another important point was that all the decisions

adopted at the various international gatherings on the problems of the third world

should also be included in the report, which meant in particular those taken at
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the Tunis, Accra and Nairobi meetings and by the Heads of State in 1973, the

international conferences on population,the law of the sea, food, industry and

trade, the meeting of the non-aligned countries, the Group of 77 and the Lima

Conference.

64. More specifically the Committee observed that detailed consideration was to be

given to matters concerning financial resources, the review of the international

monetary system, international liquidity and access to special drawing rights. The

report should start with the definition of the aims and objectives of the develop

ment which was being planned. More stress should bo laid in the introductory

paragraphs on why the new international economic order was of greater significance

to Africa than to any other region,. In that connexion, special reference should

be made to the very low per capita income in Africa, giving less than the basic

requirements of life. Emphasis should also be placed on the fact that Africa was

the least developed part of the world, on the recent deterioration in the balance

of payments of African countries and on the role of foreign trade in African

economies^ .In..-fet...respect, it might be.mentioned that Afrieafs- exports were

based on 20 commodities which accounted for- 80 per cent of~ its export earnings..

In short, it was the dependence of the economies on the developed world which

justified the need for a new international economic order for the African continent.

Actions should directly involve and affect the masses of the people in all strata

of:society particularly in the rural areas and in the peripheral urban areas* The

ECA programme should be seen as a long-term strategy for the development of Africa

and should be split into various series of actions. An over-^.11 review of the

volume of human, financial and natural resources should be made to ensure the

successful implementation of the development.strategy.

65- Action to develop apWLcnlturs. v&a considered to be of key importance in the
strategy for the development of the continents The Committee recommended that

greater emphasis should be placed.on rural transformation and that substantial

resources should be devoted to the establishment-of agricultural infrastructure

including rural medical infrastructure- VJHO andILO representatives mentioned

that the specialized agencies could make a useful contribution at the technical,

level and therefore called for the document to be submitted for their consideration

also. ECA could advise African Governments on procedures to follow in approaching

the specialized agencies in order to obtain the necessary resources and assistance.

Attention was also drawn to the important question of the environment, including

soil deterioration and it was felt that, in the revision of the strategy, due
consideration should be given to environmental problems.

66, A more detailed analysis of the components of the strategy should include the
problems of overcoming the balkanization of Africa in the setting up of large

industries to serve populations larger than those of individual countries, A

fundamental review of the educational systems should be undertaken by ECA with the

assistance of OAU and TOIESCO to take into account the specific requirements of

African countries. Educational re-orientation should aim to re-orient people

regarding manual work, agriculture-and the basic skills such as plumbing,

carpentry, brick-laying, so vital for the development of African countries. The

essential point was that farming must be shown to be a very remunerative occupation

if people were to be attracted back to the land to ease pressure on the urban areas.
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It was obvious that there was a great need for technocrats and middle-grade tech

nicians in the process of development and emphasis must therefore "be placed on

vocational training= In that particular respect there was a great deal of room
for pooling resources in manpower and the sharing of 3*iills anon^ sister countries

of the continent.

67. It was clear that at the present juncture the political will existed for

change in economic practices both within African countries and in the outside

world. The developing countries had set as their main objective the removal of

all obstacles to development and it remained to enforce the idea that regional co

operation in the economic and technical fields was essential to achieve that

purpose. It was also suggested that the ECA should undertake special studies on

the causes of poor achievements and the failures of past attempts in economic co

operation by a number of countrieso Room for improvement existed in the field of

intra-African trade and the ECA programme must lay particular emphasis on that

question- It was however pointed out that the low level co-operation was mainly

due to the lack of information regarding the products available for export by

sister countries. It was decided that the ECA programme should include the collec

tion and dissemination of information on export opportunities in Africa, It was

also pointed out that, while intra-African trade needed to be fostered, African

countries still had to rely to a very large degree on extra-African trade for the

essential reason that they were not self-sufficient. The Committee recommended

that greater emphasis should be placed on the document on the need to increase

trade with the Socialist countries and to make increased efforts to ensure that

African commodities for e::port obtain their rightful share in the international

market. Attention should also be paid to greater processing of raw materials to

obtain more value added at all stages of processings The Committee also re

commended that the reference to indexation in paragraph 21 of the document should

be modified to avoid mention of the conflicts and difficulties in that respect

which had already been studied and partially resolved by UNCTAC.

63. Turning to the question of the General Assembly resolution on the new inter

national economic, order, the Committee ft _t that there was a need to guard against

attempts by powerful interests to thwart its practical application and effects in

African countries, which should be careful not to become too preoccupied with .

peripheral questions and to hesitate in giving full implementation to the resolution.

Many targets, objectives and commitments had been secured after long and arm.-: vix

struggles and they should not be allowed to be lost. The Committee felt that, for

the full implementation of the resolution the report should contain concrete proposals

for study by African Governments within the context of the principles and objectives

adopted by member countries.. The global transformation of African economies would

involve a comprehensive study on the best method to appropriate all available

resources- In the past, that exercise had not been carried out in a systematic way,

hence the many problems which arose as a result„ That was an important task which

the ECA should undertake as one of its prioritLcs. In addition studies were to be

made of other resources which could be made available from multilateral and-inter- ....

national sources. The fundamental point to note was that African development based

on foreign aid and co-operation had been a failure and therefore Africa had to rely

on its own means and resources* Yet Africa already had most of the resources it

needed for its development. Another important point which the Committee emphasized

was that, primarily, a great deal of responsibility devolved upon national Govern

ments to ensure success in implementing the resolution.- In that respect, particular

attention should be paid to the role of sovereignty over natural resources in

ensuring the maximum benefit for the masses of the African peoples,,
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69. in assessing the resources of ^Y^itfll^d"^ ^JloT Another
potential which existed in sister c°^"fJ*^ ™d-nCxX' in the strategy in
point to note was that a special programme had to be >*££ as the Cape

favour of the newly i»d^Yln^la would^equtre economic assistance in order
Verde Islands, Guinea-Bissau and Angola would require

to embark on the road to development.

to development and economic

The Executive Secretary was requested to «^^ problems in Africa. It was also
secretariat to other agencxes ™rIa^J"L°£^f^?h other regional conmissions be
suggested that valuable .exchanges of experxenceswx edSthat the ted already

promoted. On that quest10V ^!?2rv ol TOIA who was due to visit the ECA in
made contact with the Executive Secretary of ^ ™° SDeoialized agencies, the

^he near future. With re^rd ^^f^^^d a meeting at NairoM in December
Executive Secretary mentioned that he^ convened fration and co-ordination
for ECA and those agencies to work out a programme oi v^v

of activities within the African region.

suggestions.

72. in view of the urgency of the
submission of views and comments by ef?ort to impress

2

s r

matters

of the Commission. The Executive Committee

available to ECA, all unclassified Government
to the research activities of the secretariat

^ they were essentialsince tney wer
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74. A member of the secretariat reported on the World Conference of the International

Women's Year held at Mexico City from 19 June to 2 July 1975 (E/7N.14/ECO/85). The

main point mentlcTed was the eatablxskner by ECA of the kf: lean Training and Research

Centre for Woraen jn response "c ""'e"?-t:3.";:!ci' i:esolMtJ.or. 26S(XaI)- The Committee

recommended that the Governments of member States should give their full support to

the Cantre in order to enbartca its activities,

75. Concerning the reviev of the ECA structures mentioned in the Executive

Secretary's report (E/CN,14/ECO/S0), the Chairman referred to the Interrelationship

which eySs'can bct-Jocn .;a-- long-L^rti \~r.y>>i frr^mr.'n^ or. ?'2\, f:he usvtilcpincnt strategy,

African co-operation £nd ths stru^^ures required for their Implementation. He

recalled the action embarked upon by the Executive Secretary concerning that review,

on vhich a progress report vmuld be nubmitted to the Executive Co?,nnittee at its

extraordinary meeting in February 1976.

Adoption of the rGpqrt:

76. After making appropriate amendments and -m the understanding that the

secretariat would revise the latter pa:-:t of the report relating to the strategy

in order to take into account the detailed issues raised in thn discussions, the

ittep- cdoptei tlit i-'ceGcat report on its thirteenth meeting.


